The electronic Range Gate Lock is magnetic locking and operated by proximity key card swipe.

Carry the card like a credit card or on a neck strap. It will read a swipe up to 8 inches from the reader face and can read through a wallet or purse. Waterresistant in temps: -40° to 158° F (-40° to 70° C).

The Radio Key® “Clamshell” Card (RKCM) can stand up to rough usage while providing superior read range. The clamshell card has a standard CR80 form factor, with a thicker rugged ABS card body which also allows thicker antenna windings than the ISO card, resulting in superior read range. The clamshell card can be carried with credit cards in a wallet or purse. It includes a molded slot for a strap and clip allowing it to be used as an ID badge in a vertical orientation.

You will get your key card when you join the club. If you need a replacement key card, there is a charge for the replacement.